Should we be on the cusp of a major change in continued medical education?

The views expressed in this editorial are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the position of the Canadian Medical Association or its subsidiaries.

In-person teaching is returning with a vengeance — more of the same education processes we have had forever, it seems. Is this what we have learned from the COVID-19 experience? What happened to the hybrid model that was supposed to take over after the pandemic? Businesses are taking a serious look at how hybrid models can make everyone happier, with a more engaged workplace. More than 50% of US companies plan to pilot new resource and teaching spaces as part of their return to the office. Why is medicine all in for the in-person return?

We have just come through a period in which we adapted because of necessity; everything was done from home on Zoom or other portals — and it was exciting in some ways. Attendance at rounds was suddenly better. Residents and even staff from other institutions could attend subspecialty rounds. There were opportunities to invite world experts to give weekly rounds for little or no cost. Every week brought diverse opinions. We shrank the global carbon footprint for travel. It did take some getting used to — it was harder to ask questions or see who was engaged during lectures, and people could hide behind disabled cameras if they were allowed. But the benefits of having at least some tele-education through a hybrid model became clear.

Despite the driving force or impulse to return to a pre-pandemic system, we should be retaining the changes we found to be positive over the last 2 years. Why are we not being more original? We have a great opportunity to solidify a hybrid model that works for all surgical departments. We need to think that some good came of COVID-19 — at least for continued medical education. Yet, some of our leaders seem intent on returning to the previous model. Even committee meetings are back to taking place in person. Should in-person education, meetings and other events return to the pre-pandemic “norm”?

We think there is an opportunity to redefine how education occurs. We think the need for diverse education processes should be explored more fully. We think people are in too much of a hurry to return to what they deem normal. We think the new normal should be a hybrid model. But enough of what we think — let the surgical community speak up and decide.

We propose a combined effort among all the academic departments of surgery in the country. Monthly or quarterly grand rounds in the virtual space, perhaps mediated by CJS, is an appealing initiative. The true “town and gown” concept could also return, as smaller hospital centres could then easily join webinar grand rounds and benefit from this effort. Some Canadian societies, such as the Canadian Collaborative on Urgent Care Surgery (canucs.ca), have recently used this hybrid platform to the tremendous satisfaction of both large and small centres internationally. The concept can be fashioned to increase our educational experience. Feel free to contact us with suggestions — or even volunteer.
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